Content Inventory
Jump start your digital transformation
Your journey begins with gaining control of your content. It gives your people and their
processes the power to accurately find what’s needed, when it’s needed – FINDABILITY
A Content Inventory is a fast, simple and
straightforward way to gain insight into the
size of the FINDABILITY opportunity within
your organisation.
It provides a snapshot, in time, of the state of
your Content Management Systems (CMS) and
information repositories. Finally, you’ll have the
information you need to enact change within
your organisation and leverage the value of your
information assets.

Imagine the
benefits of
FINDABILITY

Improved employee productivity
Better customer experience
Streamlined business processes
A framework for managing
unstructured information
• Compliance with government
regulations
• Reduced storage costs
•
•
•
•

IT’S A THREE-STAGE PROCESS
Pingar’s Content Inventory is non-disruptive, secure and happens invisibly in the background. And it
doesn’t involve changing your existing Information Technology environment – it makes it better.
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DASHBOARD

Choose the content you’d like to sample for your snapshot. We set PingarBot
to work with Pingar standard taxonomies and filters, to automatically analyse
document repositories (SharePoint, OneDrives, Teams) and fileshares.

From our findings we build your Content
Inventory Dashboard. It includes the
following metrics:
• What document types reside where
• Percentage of documents split across
SharePoint sites and OneDrive(s)
• Degree of duplication
• Age of documents
• Consistency of automatic tagging vs
current manual human tagging
• Storage forecast and reduction
potential
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EXPLORE
Use your Dashboard to gain insight into
how to design and build a FINDABILITY
framework to suit your organisation. See
how easy it can be to search for documents
and understand your users’ behaviours
when filing and accessing information:
• Do they store documents, including
controlled documents, in personal
OneDrives?
• How many documents are created or
modified across our teams?
• Which team creates duplicates of
everything

PRACTICALITIES
Content Inventory is deployed remotely. There’s no
need for us to come on site, simply provide us with:
• A point of contact who knows your systems and
processes that can nominate content to tag
• A Virtual Machine (VM) environment
• Permission to access storage locations

automatically analyse your documents and build your
Content Inventory dashboard content. We monitor
progress remotely to ensure quality.

Its secure.
• Your Content Inventory, including the search and
reporting functions, is set up in a VM you establish and
control
• PingarBot has READ-only access to the documents in
your content sample. It doesn’t have any permission to
change anything, only to record the name, location and
metadata tags of the documents it’s found
• No documents travel outside your organisation.
The process takes 2 to 3 weeks. Once the content
sample has been identified, the virtual environment set up
and the relevant permissions granted, PingarBot will

Your Content Inventory Dashboard is available for 10
working days only. The data in your dashboard is only a
snapshot in time and becomes out of date quickly. 10 days
gives you the time needed to explore the content in your
sample and build your case for change.
The inventory uses a sample data set based on a site,
folder or business area. Usually these are knowledge
areas where processes are controlled. For example:
• Finance
• IT
• Sales & Marketing
• Projects
• Assets
• Legal/HR
• Call centre

STANDARD PINGAR TAXONOMIES ARE USED
Taxonomy

Examples of tags

Document Category

Invoice

Asset Type

Fleet Vehicle

Financial Year

FY 2017/2018

Financial Period

Quarter 2

November

Mandate

Legislation
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Partners Stakeholders

Government Departments
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Suburbs

Hardware

Laptop

KeyPhrasesTM
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Cities
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Culvert
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Schools

Interest Groups

Points of Interest

Water Cooler
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Process Document

Mouse
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